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LAEMMLE'S PLAYHOUSE 7 PASADENA
NUWILSHIRE TWIN THEATRE SANTA MONICA
ARCLIGHT HOLLYWOOD 15 HOLLYWOOD,
EDW SO COAST VILLAGE 3 COSTA MESA
TOWN CENTER 5 ENCINO
ONTARIO MILLS 30
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It sets out to uncover just who is responsible for the
demise of these ill-fated vehicles.
Filmmaker Chris Paine follows electric car activists who
are desperately trying to save the few remaining cars
from being destroyed and hoping to change policy.
Who Killed the Electric Car? serves as a potent reminder
that the powers that be will stop at nothing to maintain
their position in the world.
This production made possible in part by:
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Become part of the solution - get connected to people
creating results through the Sustainable Transport Club.
Call 310-450-7419 or sign up for the free newsletter –
www.sustainabletransportclub.com
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